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QUESTION 1

An LTM Specialist connects to an LTM device via the serial console cable and receives unreadable output. The LTM
Specialist is using the appropriate cable and connecting it to the correct serial port. Which command should the LTM
Specialist run through ssh to verify that the baud rate settings for the serial port are correct on the LTM device? 

A. tmsh list /sys console 

B. tmsh edit /sys console 

C. tmsh show /sys console 

D. tmsh show /ltm console 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

-- Exhibit 

-- Exhibit -Refer to the exhibit. 

An LTM Specialist is performing an HTTP trace on the client side of the LTM device and notices there are many
undesired headers being sent by the server in the response. The LTM Specialist wants to remove all response headers
except 

"Set-Cookie" and "Location." 

How should the LTM Specialist modify the HTTP profile to remove undesired headers from the HTTP response? 
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A. Enter the desired header names in the \\'Request Header Insert\\' field. 

B. Enter the undesired header names in the \\'Request Header Erase\\' field. 

C. Enter the undesired header names in the \\'Response Header Erase\\' field. 

D. Enter the desired header names in the \\'Response Headers Allowed\\' field. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

An LTM device has a virtual server configured as a Performance Layer 4 virtual listening on 0.0.0.0:0 to perform routing
of packets to an upstream router. The client machine at IP address 192.168.0.4 is attempting to contact a host upstream
of the LTM device on IP address 10.0.0.99. 

The network flow is asymmetrical, and the following TCP capture displays: 

# tcpdump -nnni 0.0 \\'host 192.168.0.4 and host 10.0.0.99\\' tcpdump: verbose output suppressed, use -v or -vv for full
protocol decode listening on 0.0, link-type EN10MB (Ethernet), capture size 96 bytes 

05:07:55.499954 IP 192.168.0.4.35345 > 10.0.0.99.443: S 3205656213:3205656213(0) ack 3267995082 win 1480
05:07:55.499983 IP 10.0.0.99.443 > 192.168.0.4.35345: R 1:1(0) ack 1 win 0 05:07:56.499960 IP 192.168.0.4.35345 >
10.0.0.99.443: S 3205656213:3205656213(0) ack 3267995082 win 1480 05:07:56.499990 IP 10.0.0.99.443 >
192.168.0.4.35345: R 1:1(0) ack 1 win 0 4 packets captured Which option within the fastL4 profile needs to be enabled
by the LTM Specialist to prevent the LTM device from rejecting the flow? 

A. Loose Close 

B. Loose Initiation 

C. Reset on Timeout 

D. Generate Initial Sequence Number 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two items can be logged by the Application Visibility Reporting analytics profile? (Choose two.) 

A. User Agent 

B. HTTP version 

C. HTTP Response Codes 

D. Per Virtual Server CPU Utilization 
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Correct Answer: AC 

 

QUESTION 5

Which procedure should an LTM Specialist follow to move a configuration from a 1500 to a 1600 hardware platform
during an upgrade? 

A. tmsh save sys config file filename.scf copy the file from the /var/local/scf directory from one device to the other tmsh
load sys config file filename.scf 

B. tmsh save sys backup file filename.scf copy the file from the /var/local/scf directory from one device to the other tmsh
load sys backup file filename.scf 

C. tmsh save sys backup file filename.scf copy the file from the /var/local/ucs directory from one device to the other
tmsh load sys backup file filename.scf 

D. tmsh save sys config file filename.scf copy the file from the /var/local/ucs directory from one device to the other tmsh
load sys config file filename.scf 

Correct Answer: A 
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